Master Blend #1 Glass Cleaner

M2240065

A super concentrated quaternary ammonia detergent and disinfectant. The half gallon containers
are designed to be used with the Master Blend Dispensing System and color coded quart bottle
system. Master Blend features SafeLink Adaptive Closed-Loop™ Technology. It prevents leaks
and is safer for employees and the environment. Economical and easy to use.
Where To Use
Health clubs
Hospitals
Plexiglass
Car Washes

Offices
Colleges
Restrooms
Detail Shops

Restaurants
Institutions
Schools
Nursing Homes

Homes
Boats
Supermarkets

Dilution

1-2 oz. per gallon depending on soil load.

WALL MOUNT UNIT
#HYDSP3066

PORTABLE UNIT
#SL1SGAP

Directions
Master Blend Glass #1 is designed to be diluted at 1-2 oz. per gallon
through the Simoniz Master Blend Dilution Systems. The Master Blend
systems are preset for a 2 oz. per gallon dilution for filling quarts and 1
oz. per gallon (wall mount unit) for the bucket fill. If a different dilution
is desired, please see the instructions with the dispenser to determine
the correct metering tip. (Portable Master Blend units are preset at 2 oz.
per gallon). Simply attach the half gallon to the dispenser via the cap at
the end of the draw tube (wall mount) or attach the portable unit directly
on to the half gallon and fill either quarts or mop buckets. If using this
product with another dispenser, use the appropriate tip for the desired
dilution. (Please note, in order to use Master Blend products with other
dispensers, part number C38CS4W must be attached on the pickup
tube.)

Optional Equipment
5 PRODUCT RACK
#ACP627
STANDARD FOAMER
#DEMA52339
PREMIUM FOAMER
#DEMA52336

Technical Specifications
COLOR: ............. Dark blue
VISCOSITY: ...................Water thin
FORM: ..............Liquid
STORAGE(Unopened):...1 Year @R.T.
SCENT: .............. Pleasant
BIODEGRADABLE: ....Yes
pH: ..................... 7.0
WEIGHT/GAL: .............8.3 lbs.
FLASH POINT: .> 100°F
SHIPPING CLASS: ........None
FOAM: ............... Low
PACKAGING: ...............6x64 oz.
TYPE:.................. Super Concentrate Non-Ammoniated Glass Cleaner
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